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Kissen 

An interview with Sarah Allnut 

What my friend Sarah Allnut loves most about her favorite childhood toy is how soft it is. "It 
must not have been made from the best silk cotton, but it is really soft on the skin," she said. 

Dilapidated and slightly yellowed with age, the small handmade cotton pillow is still 'alive', if 
not entirely well, 31 years after it was first lain down on Sarah's cot. "It's got two sides," she 
described the cushion as she held it in her hand. "On one side you can hardly make anything out 
because it's so worn. On the other side is a shepherd holding a staff… And another man with a 
pipe. There are six sheep in total… And some clouds and a sun." 

The carefully crafted 'kissen' (pillow in German) as Sarah learned to call it, made its first public 
debut in England on February 14, 1977, the day Sarah came into the world. Her German 
grandmother, now deceased, was its creator. 

"I was very close to my grandma, my mom's mom. She used to do a lot of sewing…It's made 
from scratch; it's quite a comforting thing," explained Sarah when asked why kissen was her 
favorite toy. 

So fond was Sarah of her kissen that she took it everywhere with her. "Whenever I went 
downstairs to eat," she said, "I would bring it with me and I would put it on my seat to sit on." 

Kissen's second public debut was at a show and tell in the English primary school Sarah attended. 
The topic: things made out of natural material. Precautions were taken – Sarah's name was 
carefully sewn in. Luckily, kissen never left its owner's hands. 

Talking about her pillow made Sarah nostalgic for her grandmother and the people of her 
generation. "My grandmother was a fantastic cook," she said. "She always used look after us. The 
thing that always struck me about people from that generation is that they made sure the 
children were always well looked after." Deprived of basic necessities, World War II survivors in 
Germany created many of their own items, recounted Sarah. "[My grandmother] had the most 
comfortable duvet. Whatever she made was always soft and smooth on the skin."  

Kissen was ultimately a product of these circumstances. Though store-bought merchandise 
abounded in the 70s, it never occurred to her grandmother to buy something for her one and only 
granddaughter. 

Though her grandmother has passed away, Sarah's enthusiasm for her and her kissen has never 
waned. "When did you realize you had outgrown your pillow?" I asked her at one point during 
our conversation. "I haven't really, cause I still have it," she laughed with both embarrassment 
and pride. "I keep it with me all the time. I haven't slept with it for a long time, though. I couldn't 
throw it out cause it's something from my childhood. It's so soft and really worn. I think I might 
go to sleep with it tonight actually." 


